REZA NASSROLLAHI
Biography of the visual artist
Change and consistency, the universal and the particular, energy in synergy. – If you
look at Reza Nassrollahi's heterogeneous artistic work, it is these mental/ conceptual
pairings that form the red threads of his work.
Born and raised in Teheran in 1975, the artist moved to Germany with his family in
1989 at the age of 14. He completed trainings as a hair stylist, make-up artist, was
active in various areas of the fashion and TV industry, and dedicated himself to the
intensive study of art, literature, meditation and philosophy. The liaison of these
creative and spiritual fields shapes his work until today.
Reza Nassrollahi has been working as a freelance artist for 10 years; first at his own
studio in Cologne, then in Munich, and again and again on his travels. In 2015 he
founded his own fashion label, RezalutionFashion, with which he took art literally
down from the wall onto the body as a work of art in itself. His bags, gloves,
bracelets, shoes and textiles – all hand-signed unique pieces –, attracted media
attention at home and abroad, at trade fairs and in exclusive fashion shops.
With the energy of a creative open-minded thinker, and a good feeling for what is
and what will come, Reza both wanders through and subverts the world of creativity.
His visual art is characterized by a meticulous study of material property, structures,
forms, and a sophisticated play with conventional attributions: Acrylic on fake fur,
steel on canvas, paint on cashmere, gold dust, glitter, yarn, leather, light – Reza’s
creations challenge materiality and conventions and breathe transformative power.
How does what we observe change when we feel what we perceive?
Among his most influential experiences in recent years have been Reza Nassrollahi's
travels to Asia and his intensive study of Zarathustra’s philosophy, especially his three
ethical principles of 'good thinking', 'good talking', and 'good acting'.
Reza’s latest project that he will continue to promote in the coming years on his
itinerary between "Orient" and "Occident", is a gigantic one: a large-scale
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interdisciplinary and transcultural art project named 1001Soul.

Following basic

human questions such as ‘What connects people?’, ‘What do they have in common
with nature?’ ‘Where is humanity in a world that is entirely digitally connected and
yet so socially and politically fragmented?’, ‘What is happiness?’, ‘What affects
people here and there?’, ‘What would be their ideal world?’
1001Soul will guide Reza through Asia, Europe, Africa and the Americas. On his world
trip, he shall create 'soul images' of selected individuals and places by immersing
himself into them. The results bear resemblances to abstract expressionism, yet his
paintings are more than works of art. The project will be fulfilled once Reza has
created 1001 soul paintings, assembled together to a single gigantic image
representing the connection of 1001 souls as a network of the world on the world's
largest canvas made by a single artist (4400m2/ 2100m).
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